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Princess Diana 2006-02-20 discusses the life marriage and tragic death of diana
princess of wales
Martin Luther King, Jr 2004 martin luther king jr a photographic story of a life
Helen Keller 2004 a photographic story of the life of helen keller
Marie Curie 2008 biography of the nobel prize winning polish scientist whose work with
radium helped to change the world
Albert Einstein 2005 presents a biography of physicist albert einstein
DK Biography: George Washington 2005-01-03 george washington is often called the father
of our country he beat the odds to lead the continental army to victory in the
revolutionary war served as first president of the united states and then retired from
public life to farm virginia s largest plantation in this groundbreaking new series dk
brings together fresh voices and dk design values to give readers the most information
packed visually exciting biographies on the market today full color photographs of
people places and artifacts and sidebars on related subjects add dimension and
relevance to stories of famous lives that students will love to read modern scholarship
and a variety of narrative approaches give today s reader a chance to explore the
extraordinary world of george washington this new way of looking at classic subjects
creates a unique reading experience that breathes life into the book report and summer
reading repertoire supports the common core state standards
Dk Biography: Princess Diana 2006 tells the story of an incredible leader and legend
john f kennedy in this groundbreaking new series dk brings together fresh voices and dk
design values to give readers the most information packed visually exciting biographies
on the market today full color photographs of people places and artifacts definitions
of key words and sidebars on related subjects add dimension and relevance to stories of
famous lives that students will love to read supports the common core state standards
DK Biography: John F. Kennedy 2004-08-23 dk s acclaimed biography line shines the
spotlight on soccer player pele includes detailed sidebars handy vocabulary and a
visual timeline supports the common core state standards
DK Biography: Pele 2007-07-30 in this kids biography discover the inspiring story of
nelson mandela who became the first black president of south africa after spending 27
years in prison in 1964 nelson mandela was sentenced to a lifetime in jail his crime
attempting to overthrow a government that openly discriminated against its black
citizens after spending 27 years behind bars mandela was released allowing him to
continue his struggle for equality in south africa and to become the country s first
black president in this biography book for kids ages 8 11 learn all about mandela s
incredible life his fight against apartheid and how he helped bring peace to his nation
this new biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history s most interesting people full colour photographs and hand drawn
illustrations complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an
engaging book children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps
inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference
section at the back makes this the one biography series everyone will want to collect
each book also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
DK Life Stories Nelson Mandela 2019-07-04 a biography of the first black south african
president who spent twenty seven years in jail for his political beliefs discusses the
struggle to end apartheid his country s former system of racial segregation and
oppression
Nelson Mandela 2006 dk s acclaimed dk biography series tackles one of history s most
colorful figures in harry houdini perfect for book reports or summer reading the dk
biography series brings a new clarity and narrative voice to history s most colorful
figures supports the common core state standards
DK Biography: Harry Houdini 2005-08-01 discover the inspiring story of leonardo da
vinci the artist inventor and engineer of the italian renaissance leonardo was a
creative genius who wanted to understand how things worked this book traces his life
from his birth in a hilltop village near florence italy through to his work as a
painter sculptor and engineer leonardo made hundreds of drawings and paintings
including the mona lisa probably the most famous painting in the world learn how
leonardo made detailed sketches of the human body and designs of parachutes helicopters
and armored tanks many years before the technology existed to build them this new kids
biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of
history s most interesting and inspiring people full color photographs and hand drawn



illustrations complement age appropriate narrative text to create an engaging book
children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars inspiring quotes and
other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back
makes dk life stories the one biography series everyone will want to collect
DK Life Stories: Leonardo da Vinci 2020-02-25 in this biography discover the amazing
story of martin luther king jr whose powerful words and dreams for the future inspired
the world martin luther king jr will always be remembered for his famous i have a dream
speech which he gave during the march on washington in 1963 but his life before and
after that big event and his other enormous contributions to the civil rights movement
in the united states largely go unspoken in this biography for kids ages 8 11 learn all
about mlk from his early family life and experiences in education to his untimely death
and the worldwide mourning and riots that followed this new biography series from dk
goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history s most interesting
people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully
written age appropriate text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading
definition boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text
features add depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this the one
biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect each book also
includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
Martin Luther King, Jr 2019 in this biography for kids discover the inspiring story of
jane goodall whose work with chimpanzees changed the way we understand animals and
ourselves jane goodall was a pioneer of primatology through her groundbreaking work
with chimpanzees in africa when she embarked on her career women were discouraged from
conducting scientific research especially when that work meant living side by side with
wild animals a self taught scientist jane bravely ventured out into the bush of
tanzania to learn about the secret world of chimpanzees discover how through
perseverance and perceptive observation she gained access to these elusive creatures
and discovered that they are not so different from us life stories is an inspirational
new biography series from dk that goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history s most interesting people full colour photographs and fun hand drawn
illustrations complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an
engaging book children will enjoy reading these in depth biographies feature maps
inspirational quotes and information sidebars that expand on fascinating topics
mentioned in the main story a handy reference section at the back explains key terms
with definition boxes popping up throughout the text coming in an array of colourful
covers this is the one biography series everyone will want to collect
John F. Kennedy 2004-08-23 filled with archival photographs and amazing fact boxes this
entry in dks groundbreaking series tells the story of joan a young farm girl who became
a christian martyr after she heard voices encouraging her to secure the throne of
france for its rightful heir
DK Life Stories Jane Goodall 2019 in this biography discover the fascinating story of
florence nightingale who cared for british soldiers during wartime as the lady of the
lamp florence nightingale was a pioneer of nursing at a time when women were
discouraged from working outside the home especially in the field of science she saved
many lives both on and off the battlefield through implementing a new standard of
medical care and by leading groups of nurses to improve conditions in this biography
book for kids ages 8 11 learn all about the inspiring story of florence nightingale
social reformer statistician and mother of modern nursing who bucked the social norms
of her day and changed the world this new biography series from dk goes beyond the
basic facts to tell the true life stories of history s most interesting people full
color photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written age
appropriate text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading definition
boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add
depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series
every teacher and librarian will want to collect each book also includes an author s
introduction letter a glossary and an index
Joan of Arc 2008-02-01 in this kids biography discover the amazing story of martin
luther king jr whose powerful words and dreams for the future inspired the world martin
luther king jr will always be remembered for his famous i have a dream speech which he
gave during the march on washington in 1963 but his life before and after that big
event and his other enormous contributions to the civil rights movement in the united



states largely go unspoken in this biography for kids ages 8 12 learn all about mlk
from his early family life and experiences in education to his untimely death and the
worldwide mourning and riots that followed this new biography series from dk goes
beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history s most interesting
people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully
written age appropriate text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading
definition boxes information sidebars fun facts maps inspiring quotes and other
nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this
the one biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect each book
also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
DK Life Stories Florence Nightingale 2019-04-04 presents the life and accomplishments
of pelé the brazillian who has been called the king of soccer
DK Life Stories: Martin Luther King Jr. 2019-01-08 in this biography discover the
inspiring life story of mohandas gandhi who successfully used his teachings of non
violence to win his country s freedom mohandas gandhi was born at a time when his home
country was choked under the oppression of british rule although many thought that
violence was the only way to fight this injustice gandhi successfully used his
teachings of non violence and civil disobedience to win his country s freedom and
create a philosophy of peace and equality called mahatma or great soul by his many
followers gandhi s inspiring words and deeds still resonate worldwide today this new
biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of
history s most interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations
complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an engaging book
children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes
and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back
makes this the one biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect
each book also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
Pele 2007 in this kids biography follow the remarkable life story of albert einstein
whose legendary genius and creative imagination made him one of the world s most famous
thinkers albert einstein is known as one of the most brilliant people in history his
many theories and discoveries changed the way scientists think and work and the way in
which we look at and understand things learn all about einstein s family and education
his travels and troubles and the special compass he was given as a young boy that first
set him on the path to questioning the world around him this new biography series from
dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history s most
interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement
thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an engaging book children will
enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other
nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this
the one biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect each book
also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
Gandhi 2019 in this biography discover the amazing story of martin luther king jr whose
powerful words and dreams for the future inspired the world martin luther king jr will
always be remembered for his famous i have a dream speech which he gave during the
march on washington in 1963 but his life before and after that big event and his other
enormous contributions to the civil rights movement in the united states largely go
unspoken in this biography for kids ages 8 11 learn all about mlk from his early family
life and experiences in education to his untimely death and the worldwide mourning and
riots that followed this new biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to
tell the true life stories of history s most interesting people full color photographs
and hand drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to
create an engaging book children will enjoy reading definition boxes information
sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy
reference section at the back makes this the one biography series every teacher and
librarian will want to collect each book also includes an author s introduction letter
a glossary and an index
Albert Einstein - DK Life Stories 2019-01-03 in this kids biography discover the
inspiring story of helen keller who overcame the odds by learning to understand and
communicate with the world helen keller lost her sight and hearing due to an early
childhood illness and spent the first six years of her life unable to interact with
other people she remained isolated from the outside world until anne sullivan came to



work as her teacher in this biography for kids ages 8 12 learn all about helen keller s
amazing life and achievements how she learned to read braille and speak go to college
write books and ultimately revolutionize the world through her activism on behalf of
the deaf and blind dk life stories go beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history s most interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn
illustrations complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an
engaging book children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars fun
facts maps inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy
reference section at the back makes this series perfect for school reports and projects
each book also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
Martin Luther King Jr 2019 in this kids biography discover the inspiring story of helen
keller who overcame the odds by learning to understand and communicate with the world
helen keller lost her sight and hearing due to an early childhood illness and spent the
first 6 years of her life unable to interact with other people she remained isolated
from the outside world until anne sullivan came to work as her teacher in this
biography book for kids ages 8 11 learn all about helen keller s amazing life and
achievements how she learned to read braille and speak go to college write books and
ultimately revolutionize the world through her activism on behalf of the deaf and blind
this new biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life
stories of history s most interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn
illustrations complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an
engaging book children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps
inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference
section at the back makes this the one biography series every teacher and librarian
will want to collect each book also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary
and an index
DK Life Stories: Helen Keller 2019-01-08 did you know helen keller was the author of 13
books travelled all over the world and met 12 us presidents learn all about helen s
amazing work with fellow deaf and blind people and how her indomitable attitude enabled
her to become an influential leader whether you need some extra help for a school
project or just want to find out more this book will tell you all you need to know
about helen keller s incredible life
Helen Keller 2019 discover the inner world of the girl who hid from the nazis in wwii
anne frank insightful and a testament to a child with wisdom beyond her circumstances
anne frank s life story and diary continue to inspire children everywhere learn about
her life in this children s history book before she went into hiding and during her
time in the annex inside this colorful illustrated biography you ll find anne frank s
story chapter by chapter as the author unveils not just the facts but also what anne
was thinking and feeling when appropriate in her own words full page quotes scattered
throughout the book keep the momentum going helping reluctant readers along as they
navigate this chaptered book carefully designed features like definition boxes quotes
maps illustrations and more a reference section with anne s family tree a timeline of
her life a quiz an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index anne frank s
diary tells two stories one of an extraordinary young girl living in hiding during one
of the most fearsome times in history and one of a relatable girl facing the same
questions and troubles that kids do today learn how both sides made anne the person and
writer she was inside this anne frank biography you ll also meet her family and friends
explore the annex where they hid and find information on the historical context of
world war ii the holocaust hitler and nazi germany this life story of anne frank is
packed with full color photographs hand drawn illustrations and thoughtfully written
text to engage young children from beginning to end look out for definition boxes
information sidebars maps and quotes to use as a reference for projects or teaching dk
life stories biography series goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories
of history s most interesting people each book includes an author s introduction letter
as well as a glossary timeline family tree quiz and index add life stories harriet
tubman or life stories marie curie to your collection
Helen Keller 2005 in this kids biography follow the remarkable life story of albert
einstein whose legendary genius and creative imagination made him one of the world s
most famous thinkers albert einstein is known as one of the most brilliant people in
history his many theories and discoveries changed the way scientists think and work and
the way in which we look at and understand things learn all about einstein s family and



education his travels and troubles and the special compass he was given as a young boy
that first set him on the path to questioning the world around him this new biography
series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of history s
most interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement
thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an engaging book children will
enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other
nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this
the one biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect each ebook
also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
DK Life Stories: Anne Frank 2019-01-08 for use in schools and libraries only a visually
exciting biography including full color photographs definitions of key words and
sidebars
DK Life Stories Albert Einstein 2019-01-03 a biography of mahatma gandhi the indian
political and spiritual leader who led his country to freedom from british rule through
his policy of nonviolent resistance
John F. Kennedy 2004-07 an introduction to one of america s most famous pilots who
mysteriously disappeared in 1937 while flying over the pacific ocean
Gandhi 2006 ������������1000���������� ����������������������� �������
Amelia Earhart 2007 biography of the english princess who died tragically yet remains a
pop culture icon
恐竜と古代の生き物図鑑 2020-05 a look at the young peasant woman who led the french army to
victory over the english and saw the crowning of the french king and later was made a
saint
Princess Diana 2006 this book shines the spotlight on sharpshooter annie oakley with
detailed sidebars handy vocabulary and a visual timeline
Joan of Arc 2008 in this biography discover the inspiring life story of mohandas gandhi
who successfully used his teachings of non violence to win his country s freedom
mohandas gandhi was born at a time when his home country was choked under the
oppression of british rule although many thought that violence was the only way to
fight this injustice gandhi successfully used his teachings of non violence and civil
disobedience to win his country s freedom and create a philosophy of peace and equality
called mahatma or great soul by his many followers gandhi s inspiring words and deeds
still resonate worldwide today this new biography series from dk goes beyond the basic
facts to tell the true life stories of history s most interesting people full color
photographs and hand drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully written age
appropriate text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading definition
boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes and other nonfiction text features add
depth and a handy reference section at the back makes this the one biography series
every teacher and librarian will want to collect each ebook also includes an author s
introduction letter a glossary and an index
Annie Oakley 2007-08 in this biography discover the inspiring story of katherine
johnson famed nasa mathematician and one of the subjects of the award winning 2016 film
hidden figures it was an incredible accomplishment when the united states first put a
person on the moon but without the incredible behind the scenes work of nasa
mathematician katherine johnson such a feat could not have been possible follow her
remarkable journey from growing up in west virginia to becoming a teacher to breaking
barriers at nasa and receiving the presidential medal of freedom in 2015 this new
biography series from dk goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true life stories of
history s most interesting people full color photographs and hand drawn illustrations
complement thoughtfully written age appropriate text to create an engaging book
children will enjoy reading definition boxes information sidebars maps inspiring quotes
and other nonfiction text features add depth and a handy reference section at the back
makes this the one biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect
each book also includes an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
DK Life Stories Gandhi 2019-01-03 insightful and a testament to a child with wisdom
beyond her circumstances anne frank s life story and diary continue to inspire children
everywhere learn about her life in this children s history book before she went into
hiding and during her time in the annex inside this colorful illustrated biography you
ll find anne frank s story chapter by chapter as the author unveils not just the facts
but also what anne was thinking and feeling when appropriate in her own words full page
quotes scattered throughout the book keep the momentum going helping reluctant readers



along as they navigate this chaptered book carefully designed features like definition
boxes quotes maps illustrations and more a reference section with anne s family tree a
timeline of her life a quiz an author s introduction letter a glossary and an index
anne frank s diary tells two stories one of an extraordinary young girl living in
hiding during one of the most fearsome times in history and one of a relatable girl
facing the same questions and troubles that kids do today learn how both sides made
anne the person and writer she was inside this anne frank biography you ll also meet
her family and friends explore the annex where they hid and find information on the
historical context of world war ii the holocaust hitler and nazi germany this life
story of anne frank is packed with full color photographs hand drawn illustrations and
thoughtfully written text to engage young children from beginning to end look out for
definition boxes information sidebars maps and quotes to use as a reference for
projects or teaching dk life stories biography series goes beyond the basic facts to
tell the true life stories of history s most interesting people each book includes an
author s introduction letter as well as a glossary timeline family tree quiz and index
add life stories harriet tubman or life stories marie curie to your collection
Katherine Johnson 2019 filled with archival photographs and amazing fact boxes this dk
biography pays tribute to the author of the beloved little house on the prairie series
and the exciting pioneer childhood that was the inspiration for her books
Anne Frank 2023 a guide to the great leaders who have shaped american history
Laura Ingalls Wilder 2009
Presidents 2017
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